BLACK+DECKER™ tools are putting the joy back in gardening. Working in the garden is a passion. Gardening is difficult if you are working harder than your tools. So, we designed a smart and powerful line of tools to help you work more efficiently in the garden. Each tool is built with innovative features to relieve the stress and fatigue of garden work, allowing you to enjoy your gardening experience even more.
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OVERALL BRAND AWARENESS
When it comes to landscaping, watering is a fundamental aspect bringing your yard to life. BLACK + DECKER™ offers a variety of hoses for different uses around your lawn and garden. Choosing the right hose for your needs is easy with our selection.
ZERO KINK® HOSE

THE HASSLE FREE HOSE

DURABLE OUTER LAYER

WRENCH FREE COUPLING

RESISTS KINKS + TANGLES

PROPRIETARY COMPOUND OF PVC + POLYURETHANE FOR SELF STRAIGHTENING UNDER PRESSURE

Also available in fashion colors:

WINE

TEAL

PSI 500

3 Ply

BD2507 / BD2507H
EXPANDING HOSE

EXPANDS UP TO TWICE ITS ORIGINAL LENGTH

PATENTED QUICK REPAIR COUPLINGS® MAKE THIS HOSE A SELF REPAIR HOSE

DURABLE ABS COUPLING

EXPANDS UP TO 2X ORIGINAL LENGTH

COMPACT FOR EASY STORAGE

Also available in fashion colors: WINE, TEAL

BD4625 / BD4625H

PSI 300 2 Ply
GARDEN HOSE

ZERO KINK® GARDEN HOSE
Limited Lifetime Warranty*
Packaging: Color Card, Brown Box

5/8" x 50' | BD2507 | Case Pack: 4
5/8" x 75' | BD2508 | Case Pack: 2
5/8" x 100' | BD2509 | Case Pack: 2

- ZERO KINK® Technology
- 5/8 in. Diameter
- Increased flexibility
- Durable outer layer
- Lightweight
- 500 PSI
- Wrench free couplings
- All weather performance

EXPANDING GARDEN HOSE
5 Year Warranty*
Packaging: Color Box, Brown Box

25' | BD4624 | Qty: 6 | Expanded Length
50' | BD4625 | Qty: 6 | Expanded Length
75' | BD4626 | Qty: 6 | Expanded Length
100' | BD4627 | Qty: 6 | Expanded Length

- 2 Ply construction
- Lightweight materials
- Expands 2X original length
- 300 PSI
- Durable, crushproof, helmet grade ABS couplings

Ask your sales rep for all display options
PROFESSIONAL GARDEN HOSE
10 Year Warranty*
Packaging: Color Card, Brown Box

5/8" x 50' Hose | BD70205 | Case Pack: 4
5/8" x 75' Hose | BD70206 | Case Pack: 3
5/8" x 100' Hose | BD70211 | Case Pack: 3

- 5 Ply construction
- Industrial outer layer
- Solid brass couplings
- Heavy duty spiral collar
- 500 PSI

GARDEN HOSE + NOZZLE
10 Year Warranty*
Packaging: Color Card, Brown Box

5/8" x 50' Hose - 6-Pattern | BD2521 | Case Pack: 5

- 4 Ply construction
- Solid brass couplings
- 400 PSI
- Anti-kink faucet collar
- Includes 6 pattern nozzle

HEAVY DUTY GARDEN HOSE
10 Year Warranty*
Packaging: Color Card, Brown Box

5/8" x 50' Hose | BD70203 | Case Pack: 5
5/8" x 75' Hose | BD70204 | Case Pack: 4
5/8" x 100' Hose | BD70207 | Case Pack: 3

- 4 Ply construction
- Heavy duty outer layer
- Solid brass couplings
- 400 PSI
- Anti-kink faucet collar
GARDEN HOSE

SOAKER HOSE
5 Year Warranty*
Packaging: Color Card, Brown Box
1/2” x 25’ Hose | BD1622 | Case Pack: 10
1/2” x 50’ Hose | BD1621 | Case Pack: 5

• Direct watering to roots
• Removable end caps to join together multiple hoses
• Made from recycled materials

GARDEN HOSE
5 Year Warranty*
Packaging: Color Card, Brown Box

5/8” x 50’ Hose | BD70201 | Case Pack: 5
5/8” x 75’ Hose | BD70277 | Case Pack: 4
5/8” x 100’ Hose | BD70278 | Case Pack: 3

• 4 Ply construction
• Scuff resistant outer layer
• Collar reduces kinking at the faucet
• 300 PSI

RV/Marine Hose
5 Year Warranty*
Packaging: Color Card, Brown Box
1/2” x 25’ Hose | BD1631 | Case Pack: 6

• Heavy duty outer layer
• Nickel plated brass couplings

Soaker hoses put water exactly where your plants need it - at the roots, by seeping directly into the soil.
EXPANDING GARDEN HOSE
COMBO FLOOR DISPLAY
BD3226QPD

5 Year Warranty*
Packaging: Color Box, Brown Box, Case Pack: 32

• Includes 7 Pattern nozzle and 50’ expanding garden hose

EXPANDING GARDEN HOSE

50’ | BD3226 | Case Pack: 3

• 2 Ply construction
• Lightweight materials
• Expands 2X original length
• 300 PSI
• Durable, crushproof, helmet grade ABS couplings
• Includes 7 Pattern rear trigger nozzle

Ask your sales rep for all display options
COIL HOSE + 6 PATTERN REAR TRIGGER NOZZLE
3 Year Warranty*
15M Hose | BD2581 | GLOBAL
50’ Hose | BD2582 | W/COUPLINGS
- 6 Selectable patterns: soaker, flat, jet, angled, shower, and mist
- Locking clip allows continuous spray
- Durable ABS body with zinc alloy inner core

COIL HOSE + TWIST SPRAY NOZZLE
3 Year Warranty*
15M Hose | BD2583 | GLOBAL
50’ Hose | BD2584 | W/COUPLINGS
- Zinc alloy stem
- Adjustable from light mist to powerful stream
- Insulated rubber coating for enhanced grip
When you pick up a quality watering tool, you’ll know greatness and versatility. Our innovative Snake Wand® makes watering jobs easy, and our vast selection of nozzles and sprinklers handle all your outdoor watering jobs.
SNAKE WAND®

INFINITELY ADJUSTABLE TO HANDLE ANY WATERING TASK

9 Selectable patterns: soaker, flat, vertical, shower, cone, fan, center, jet and mist

Also available in fashion colors:

BD2142 / BD2142H

GUTTER CLEANING

HANGING BASKETS

AUTO CARE
SNAKE WAND®
BD2142 / BD2142PDQ

5 Year Warranty*
Packaging: Blister Card
Case Pack: 4 / PDQ Case Pack: 6

• Insulated foam comfort grip
• 9 Selectable patterns
• Variable position 360° coverage
• Lightweight

Ask your sales rep for all display options

BD2142QPD 12 PC DISPLAY
BD2142P 48 PC DISPLAY

DELUXE 8 PATTERN WATER WAND
BD1929

5 Year Warranty*
Packaging: Tie on Card
PDQ, Case Pack: 6

• 8 Selectable patterns: mist, flood, shower, flat full, cone, center and jet
• Ergonomically designed for maximum flow, control and comfort
• Helmet grade ABS construction
• Rubberized grip for easier handling
• Angled head for a better reach

4.5” TWIST SPRAY NOZZLE
BD1927

3 Year Warranty*
Packaging: Tie on Card
PDQ, Case Pack: 6

• Zinc alloy stem
• Adjustable from light mist to powerful stream
• Insulated rubber coating for enhanced grip
HOSE ENDS

HEAVY DUTY
8 PATTERN
TRIGGER NOZZLE
BD1919

10 Year Warranty*
Packaging: Tie on Card
PDQ, Case Pack: 6

- 8 Selectable patterns: full, flat, mist, soaker, cone, jet, vertical and shower
- On/Off switch
- Front trigger
- Durable ABS body with zinc alloy inner core

HEAVY DUTY
ADJUSTABLE
TRIGGER NOZZLE
BD1918

10 Year Warranty*
Packaging: Tie on Card
PDQ, Case Pack: 6

- Adjustable from fine mist to powerful stream
- On/Off switch
- Front trigger
- Durable ABS body with zinc alloy inner core

HEAVY DUTY
10 PATTERN
TRIGGER NOZZLE
BD1921

10 Year Warranty*
Packaging: Tie on Card
PDQ, Case Pack: 6

- 10 Selectable patterns: mist, soaker, flat, shower, angled, center, fan, cone, full and jet
- On/Off switch
- Front trigger
- Durable ABS body with zinc alloy inner core

HEAVY DUTY
ADJUSTABLE
TRIGGER NOZZLE
BD1920

10 Year Warranty*
Packaging: Tie on Card
PDQ, Case Pack: 6

- Adjustable from fine mist to powerful stream
- On/Off switch
- Front trigger
- Durable ABS body with zinc alloy inner core
HOSE ENDS

REAR TRIGGER ADJUSTABLE NOZZLE
BD1907

5 Year Warranty*
Packaging: Tie on Card
PDQ, Case Pack: 6

• Adjustable from fine mist to powerful stream
• Locking clip allows continuous spray
• Durable ABS body with zinc alloy inner core

6 PATTERN REAR TRIGGER NOZZLE
BD1908

5 Year Warranty*
Packaging: Tie on Card
PDQ, Case Pack: 6

• 6 Selectable patterns: soaker, flat, jet, angled, shower, and mist
• Locking clip allows continuous spray
• Durable ABS body with zinc alloy inner core

ERGONOMIC FLOW CONTROL 8 PATTERN NOZZLE
BD1935

5 Year Warranty*
Packaging: Tie on Card
PDQ, Case Pack: 6

• 8 Selectable patterns: mist, cone, fan, full, flat, vertical, jet and shower
• Durable ABS body with zinc alloy inner core

ERGONOMIC FLOW CONTROL ADJUSTABLE NOZZLE
BD1934

5 Year Warranty*
Packaging: Tie on Card
PDQ, Case Pack: 6

• Adjustable from fine mist to powerful stream
• Durable ABS body with zinc alloy inner core
HOSE ENDS

REAR TRIGGER ADJUSTABLE NOZZLE
BD3410

5 Year Warranty*
Packaging: Tie on Card
PDQ, Case Pack: 6

- Adjustable from fine mist to powerful stream
- Comfortable non-slip grip
- Adjustable flow limiter
- Lock for continuous watering

8 PATTERN REAR TRIGGER NOZZLE
BD3409

5 Year Warranty*
Packaging: Tie on Card
PDQ, Case Pack: 6

- 8 Selectable patterns: mist, flood, shower, flat, full, cone, center and jet
- Comfortable non-slip grip
- Adjustable flow limiter
- Lock for continuous watering

10 PATTERN SPRAY NOZZLE
BD3150

5 Year Warranty*
Packaging: Tie on Card
PDQ, Case Pack: 6

- 10 Selectable patterns: jet, cone, fan, vertical, center, flat, shower, mist, soaker and angle
- Durable ABS body with zinc alloy inner core
- Locking clip allows for continuous spray

3 WAY TRIGGER NOZZLE
BD3151

5 Year Warranty*
Packaging: Tie on Card
PDQ, Case Pack: 6

- Adjustable from fine mist to powerful stream
- Durable ABS body with zinc alloy inner core
- Locking clip allows for continuous spray
HOSE ENDS

NOZZLE COMBO
BD3217
5 Year Warranty*
Packaging: Tie on Card

- Rear trigger 6 pattern nozzle
- Rear trigger adjustable spray nozzle
- Locking clip allows continuous spray
- Durable ABS body with zinc alloy inner core

NOZZLE COMBO
BD2888
5 Year Warranty*
Packaging: Tie on Card

- Rear trigger 6 pattern nozzle
- Rear trigger adjustable spray nozzle
- Locking clip allows continuous spray
- Durable ABS body with zinc alloy inner core

8 PATTERN SPRINKLER
BD2843
5 Year Warranty*
Packaging: Color Box PDQ, Case Pack: 6

- For use in small areas up to 592 sq. ft. in diameter
- 8 Patterns include: circle, semicircle, rectangle, sector, shower, square, triangle and semiflat
- Even water distribution
- Base designed with minimal contact to protect your lawn
HOSE ENDS

3-ARM REVOLVING SPRINKLER
BD1923
3 Year Warranty*
Packaging: Color Box
PDQ, Case Pack: 6

• Waters up to 1,216 sq. ft
  in diameter
• Compact size for easy storage
• 3 adjustable arms for precise
  water placement
• Impact resistant plastic sled

IMPULSE SPRINKLER WITH BASE
BD1994
3 Year Warranty*
Packaging: Tie on Card
PDQ, Case Pack: 6

• Waters up to 3,939 sq. ft.
• Metal weighted, impact resistant plastic sled
• Full or partial circle operation
• Impact resistant plastic sled

17 HOLE OSCILLATING SPRINKLER
BD1993
5 Year Warranty*
Packaging: Color Box
PDQ, Case Pack: 6

• 17 nozzles with built-in special needle
  for clearing and screen filter for gear protection
• Maintenance free, non-corroding gear
  motor mechanism
• Waters up to 2,658 sq. ft. up to 20L/min
• Fully adjustable for a wide variety of
  coverage settings
• Gear driven motor for soft and even coverage
• Durable impact resistant base

19 HOLE OSCILLATING SPRINKLER
BD1978
3 Year Warranty*
Packaging: Color Box
PDQ, Case Pack: 6

• 17 nozzles with built-in special needle
  for clearing and screen filter for gear protection
• Maintenance free, non-corroding gear
  motor mechanism
• Waters up to 3,013 sq. ft. up to 23L/min
• Fully adjustable for a wide variety of
  coverage settings
• Durable impact resistant base
HOSE ENDS

2 WAY REPAIR EXTENSION JOINT
BD3154

19MM TAP ADAPTER
BD3155

TAP ADAPTER
BD3156

19MM-25MM TAP ADAPTER
BD3157

13MM HOSE REPAIRER
BD3158

19MM HOSE REPAIRER
BD3159

3-WAY REPAIR EXTENSION JOINT
BD3160

15-19MM QUICK CONNECTOR
BD3165

15-19MM QUICK CONNECTOR WITH WATERSTOP
BD3166
HOSE ENDS

13MM QUICK CONNECTOR
BD3161

13MM QUICK CONNECTOR WITH WATERSTOP
BD3162

13MM QUICK CONNECTOR
BD3163

13MM QUICK CONNECTOR WITH WATERSTOP
BD3164

DELUXE 2-WAY HOSE CONNECTOR
BD1926
3 Year Warranty*
Packaging: Tie on Card
PDQ, Case Pack: 6
- Connects 2 hoses to one faucet
- Heavy duty die-cast metal body
- Soft protective caps

DELUXE SHUT-OFF HOSE CONNECTOR
BD1925
3 Year Warranty*
Packaging: Tie on Card
PDQ, Case Pack: 6
- Easy shut off without restricting water flow
- Heavy duty die-cast metal body
- Swivel nut for easy connection
- Soft protective cap
Defining your pruner purpose is essential to maintaining a flourishing garden. Pruners range in different sizes and capacities depending on the task at hand. Keeping your hand in mind is key here at BLACK + DECKER™ where we provide ergonomic, lightweight and durable pruning solutions that get the job done.
CORDLESS PRUNER

NO MORE MUSCLE FATIGUE

LED LIGHT PROVIDES ADDED ILLUMINATION IN LOW LIT PRUNING CONDITIONS

1/2” CUTTING CAPACITY
500 CUTS PER CHARGE

SAFETY TRIGGER
ERGONOMIC NON-SLIP GRIP
HARDENED STEEL BLADE
PRUNERS

CORDLESS PRUNER
WITH SAFETY TRIGGER
BD1168 / BD1168PDQ

2 Year Warranty*
Packaging: Color Box
Case Pack: 4 / PDQ Case Pack: 6

- Safety trigger
- Hardened steel blade
- Ergonomic non-slip grip
- 500 Cuts per charge
- 25 Cuts per minute

1/2 INCH CUTTING CAPACITY
LITHIUM 4V MAX*

Ask your sales rep for all display options

LIGHTWEIGHT BYPASS PRUNER
BD1123
5 Year Warranty*
Packaging: Sliding Card PDQ, Case Pack: 6

- Hardened steel blade
- Iflon™ nonstick coating
- Comfort grip

5/8 INCH CUTTING CAPACITY
IFLON™

LIGHTWEIGHT ANVIL PRUNER
BD1124
5 Year Warranty*
Packaging: Sliding Card PDQ, Case Pack: 6

- Hardened steel blade
- Iflon™ nonstick coating
- Comfort grip

5/8 INCH CUTTING CAPACITY
IFLON™
PRUNERS

COMPACT ANVIL PRUNER
BD1106
Lifetime Warranty*
Packaging: Sliding Card
PDQ, Case Pack: 6

- Carbonite® blade | 50% harder than titanium nitride coatings
- Iflon™ non-stick coating
- Hardened steel blade
- Ergonomic handles

5/8 INCH CUTTING CAPACITY
CARBONITE®

COMPACT BYPASS PRUNER
BD1105
Lifetime Warranty*
Packaging: Sliding Card
PDQ, Case Pack: 6

- Carbonite® blade | 50% harder than titanium nitride coatings
- Iflon™ non-stick coating
- Hardened steel blade
- Ergonomic handles

5/8 INCH CUTTING CAPACITY
CARBONITE®

BYPASS PRUNER WITH KNUCKLE GUARD
BD1104
Lifetime Warranty*
Packaging: Sliding Card
PDQ, Case Pack: 6

- Carbonite® blade | 50% harder than titanium nitride coatings
- Knuckle guard
- Iflon™ non-stick coating
- Hardened steel blade
- Ergonomic handles

3/4 INCH CUTTING CAPACITY
CARBONITE®

BYPASS PRUNER
BD1125
Lifetime Warranty*
Packaging: Sliding Card
PDQ, Case Pack: 6

- Carbonite® blade | 50% harder than titanium nitride coatings
- Iflon™ non-stick coating
- Hardened steel blade
- Ergonomic handles

3/4 INCH CUTTING CAPACITY
CARBONITE®

FLORAL SNIPS
BD2302
Lifetime Warranty*
Packaging: Sliding Card
PDQ, Case Pack: 6

- Hardened steel blades
- Ergonomic handles
- Comfort grips
PRUNERS

ERGONOMIC BYPASS PRUNER BD1117
10 Year Warranty*
Packaging: Sliding Card
PDQ, Case Pack: 6
- Hardened steel blade
- Iflon™ nonstick coating
- Comfort grip
- Ergonomic handles
- Molded ABS handles

1/2 INCH CUTTING CAPACITY
IFLON™

ERGONOMIC ANVIL PRUNER BD1118
10 Year Warranty*
Packaging: Sliding Card
PDQ, Case Pack: 6
- Hardened steel blade
- Iflon™ nonstick coating
- Comfort grip
- Ergonomic handles
- Molded ABS handles

1/2 INCH CUTTING CAPACITY
IFLON™

ERGONOMIC GARDEN SHEARS BD1119
10 Year Warranty*
Packaging: Sliding Card
PDQ, Case Pack: 6
- Hardened steel blade
- Iflon™ nonstick coating
- Comfort grip
- Ergonomic handles
- Molded ABS handles

IFLON™

ADJUSTABLE BYPASS PRUNER BD1128
5 Year Warranty*
Packaging: Sliding Card
PDQ, Case Pack: 6
- Hardened steel blade
- Iflon™ nonstick coating
- Comfort grip
- Adjustable lock
- Adjustable cutting capacity

5/8 INCH CUTTING CAPACITY
IFLON™

IFLON™ COATED BLADES
PRUNERS

STAINLESS STEEL BYPASS PRUNER
BD1107
5 Year Warranty*
Packaging: Sliding Card
PDQ, Case Pack: 6
- SK-5 stainless steel blade
- Aluminum handles
- Ergonomic handles
- Soft comfort grips

1/2 INCH CUTTING CAPACITY

CAST ALUMINUM PROFESSIONAL PRUNER
BD1126
10 Year Warranty*
Packaging: Sliding Card
PDQ, Case Pack: 6
- High carbon steel blade
- Cast aluminum handles
- Iflon™ nonstick coating
- Ergonomic handles
- Soft comfort grips

5/8 INCH CUTTING CAPACITY

DROP FORGED BYPASS PRUNER
BD1111
10 Year Warranty*
Packaging: Sliding Card
PDQ, Case Pack: 6
- Drop forged hardened steel
- Ergonomic handles
- Soft comfort grips

3/4 INCH CUTTING CAPACITY

STAINLESS STEEL BYPASS PRUNER
BD1107
5 Year Warranty*
Packaging: Sliding Card
PDQ, Case Pack: 6
- SK-5 stainless steel blade
- Aluminum handles
- Ergonomic handles
- Soft comfort grips

1/2 INCH CUTTING CAPACITY

CAST ALUMINUM PROFESSIONAL PRUNER
BD1126
10 Year Warranty*
Packaging: Sliding Card
PDQ, Case Pack: 6
- High carbon steel blade
- Cast aluminum handles
- Iflon™ nonstick coating
- Ergonomic handles
- Soft comfort grips

5/8 INCH CUTTING CAPACITY

DROP FORGED BYPASS PRUNER
BD1111
10 Year Warranty*
Packaging: Sliding Card
PDQ, Case Pack: 6
- Drop forged hardened steel
- Ergonomic handles
- Soft comfort grips

3/4 INCH CUTTING CAPACITY

STAINLESS STEEL BYPASS PRUNER
BD1107
5 Year Warranty*
Packaging: Sliding Card
PDQ, Case Pack: 6
- SK-5 stainless steel blade
- Aluminum handles
- Ergonomic handles
- Soft comfort grips

1/2 INCH CUTTING CAPACITY

CAST ALUMINUM PROFESSIONAL PRUNER
BD1126
10 Year Warranty*
Packaging: Sliding Card
PDQ, Case Pack: 6
- High carbon steel blade
- Cast aluminum handles
- Iflon™ nonstick coating
- Ergonomic handles
- Soft comfort grips

5/8 INCH CUTTING CAPACITY
PRUNERS + SHEARS

SHEARS

GARDEN SHEARS
BD1112
5 Year Warranty*
Packaging: Sliding Card
PDQ, Case Pack: 6
- Hardened steel blades
- Polished blades
- Soft comfort grips

360° ROTATING GRAASS SHEARS
BD1301
Lifetime Warranty*
Packaging: Try Me Card
PDQ, Case Pack: 6
- Forged steel blades
- Iflon™ nonstick coating
- Soft comfort grips
- Knuckle guard
- 8 Position blades

DELUXE GRASS SHEARS
BD1303
10 Year Warranty*
Packaging: Try Me Card
PDQ, Case Pack: 6
- 6” blades
- Iflon™ nonstick coating
- Soft comfort grips
- Hardened steel blades
- 6 Position blades
### PRUNERS: COMBO PACKS

**BYPASS PRUNER**
**GARDEN SHEARS**
**FLORAL SNIPS**
**BD3219**

- 5 Year Warranty*
- Packaging: Tie on Card
- PDQ, Case Pack: 6
- • Iflon™ nonstick coating
- • Hardened steel blade
- • Soft comfort grips

**1/2 INCH CUTTING CAPACITY**

---

**BYPASS PRUNER**
**ANVIL PRUNER**
**BD1143**

- 5 Year Warranty*
- Packaging: Tie on Card
- PDQ, Case Pack: 6
- • Hardened steel blade
- • Soft comfort grips

**1/2 INCH CUTTING CAPACITY**

---

**BYPASS PRUNER**
**GARDEN SHEARS**
**BD1825**

- 10 Year Warranty*
- Packaging: Sliding Card
- PDQ, Case Pack: 6
- • Iflon™ nonstick coating
- • Hardened steel blade

**1/2 INCH CUTTING CAPACITY**

---

**BYPASS PRUNER**
**GARDEN SHEARS**
**BD2825**

- 10 Year Warranty*
- Packaging: Tie on Card
- PDQ, Case Pack: 6
- • Iflon™ nonstick coating
- • Hardened steel blade

**5/8 INCH CUTTING CAPACITY**

---

* Terrace Industries Manufacturing Co. of America.

**TM**

Iflon™ is a nonstick coating.
LOPPERS + SHEARS

Constructed of high quality materials and lightweight bodies, trimming shrubs and hedges has never been easier. Carbonite® and IFLON™ blade coatings, large cutting capacities and unparalleled ergonomic features make our loppers and shears the perfect tool for your difficult pruning tasks.
LOPPERS + SHEARS

LOPPERS

BYPASS LOPPER
BD1411
5 Year Warranty*
Packaging: Tie on Card
PDQ, Case Pack: 6
• Iflon™ nonstick coating
• Hardened steel blade
• Triangular steel handles

1½ INCH CUTTING CAPACITY
IFLON™

18” COMPOUND BYPASS LOPPER
BD1405
Lifetime Warranty*
Packaging: Tie on Card
PDQ, Case Pack: 6
• Carbonite® blade | 50% harder than titanium nitride coatings
• Hardened steel blades
• Compound action increases cutting force

1½ INCH CUTTING CAPACITY
CARBONITE®

21” BYPASS LOPPER
BD1410
5 Year Warranty*
Packaging: Tie on Card
PDQ, Case Pack: 6
• Carbonite® blade | 50% harder than titanium nitride coatings
• Iflon™ nonstick coating
• Triangular steel handles
• Oil bumpers to absorb impact

2 INCH CUTTING CAPACITY
CARBONITE®

28” BYPASS LOPPER
WITH OLYMPIC HEAD
BD1409
10 Year Warranty*
Packaging: Tie on Card
PDQ, Case Pack: 6
• Carbonite® blade | 50% harder than titanium nitride coatings
• Hardened steel blades
• Olympic head
• Oval steel handles

2 INCH CUTTING CAPACITY
CARBONITE®
LOPPERS + SHEARS

SHEARS

21” WAVY BLADE HEDGE SHEARS
BD1206
5 Year Warranty*
Packaging: Tie on Card
PDQ, Case Pack: 6
- Wavy blades
- Hardened steel blades
- Steel handles
- Impact bumpers
- Comfort grips

22” COMPOUND ACTION HEDGE SHEARS
BD1204
5 Year Warranty*
Packaging: Tie On Card
PDQ, Case Pack: 6
- Wavy blades
- Hardened steel blades
- Steel handles
- Impact bumpers
- Iflon™ nonstick coating
- Comfort grips

24” SERRATED BLADE HEDGE SHEARS
BD1203
10 Year Warranty*
Packaging: Tie on Card
PDQ, Case Pack: 6
- Serrated blades
- Hardened steel blades
- Polished blades
- Oil bumper to reduce impact
- Comfort grips

CARBIDE SHARPENING TOOL
BD2406
Packaging: Laminated Card
PDQ, Case Pack: 6
- Perfect for sharpening pruners, loppers, hedge shears and more

15” BYPASS LOPPER
BYPASS PRUNER
BD1824
5 Year Warranty*
Packaging: Tie on Card
PDQ, Case Pack: 6
- Hardened steel blades
- Iflon™ nonstick coating

1½ INCH CUTTING CAPACITY
1/2 INCH CUTTING CAPACITY
Iflon™
LOPPERS AND HEDGE SHEAR: COMBO PACKS

21" BYPASS LOPPER
8" BYPASS PRUNER
BD1822
10 Year Warranty*
Packaging: Tie on Card
PDQ, Case Pack: 6

• Carbonite® lopper blade | 50% harder than titanium nitride coatings
• Iflon™ nonstick coating
• Hardened steel blade
• Triangular steel lopper handles
• Ergonomic handles

28" BYPASS LOPPER
8.5" BYPASS PRUNER
BD1801
5 Year Warranty*
Packaging: Tie on Card
PDQ, Case Pack: 6

• Carbonite® blade | 50% harder than Titanium Nitride coatings
• Olympic head (Lopper)
• Oval steel handles (Lopper)
• Ergonomic handles

15" BYPASS LOPPER
BYPASS PRUNER
TROWEL
BD2863
5 Year Warranty*
Packaging: Tie on Card
PDQ, Case Pack: 6

• Hardened steel blades
• Iflon™ nonstick coating

24" BYPASS LOPPER
21" HEDGE SHEARS
BYPASS PRUNER
BD1827
10 Year Warranty*
Packaging: Tie On Card
PDQ, Case Pack: 6

• Hardened steel blade
Whether you are a landscaper, professional gardener, or home owner, our rakes are fundamental to a clean lawn. BLACK + DECKER™ poly and steel rakes can manage leaves, grass, needles, twigs and more.
**RAKES**

**14" POLY FAN RAKE**
BD2114

- 5 Year Warranty*
- Packaging: Color Label
- Brown Box, Case Pack: 12
- 51" Long
- Cushion grip
- Durable poly tines

**24" POLY FAN RAKE**
BD2124

- 5 Year Warranty*
- Packaging: Color Label
- Brown Box, Case Pack: 12
- 66" Long
- Cushion grip
- Durable poly tines

**30" POLY FAN RAKE**
BD2130

- 5 Year Warranty*
- Packaging: Color Label
- Brown Box, Case Pack: 12
- 67" Long
- Cushion grip
- Durable poly tines

**24" POLY FAN RAKE + 8" CAST ALUMINUM PROFESSIONAL BYPASS PRUNER**
BD2125

- 5 Year Warranty*
- Packaging: Tie on Card
- Brown Box, Case Pack: 12
- 66" Long
- Durable poly tines
- 5/8" Cutting capacity
- Heat treated blade

**24" POLY FAN RAKE + GLOVES**
BD3205

- 5 Year Warranty*
- Packaging: Tie on Card
- Brown Box, Case Pack: 12
- 66" Long
- Durable poly tines
- Non-slip rubber gloves
**RAKES**

**22” SPRINGBACK RAKE**
BD922

- 5 Year Warranty*
- Packaging: Color Card
- Brown Box, Case Pack: 12
- 62” Long
- Cushion grip

**24” SPRINGBACK RAKE**
BD924

- 5 Year Warranty*
- Packaging: Color Card
- Brown Box, Case Pack: 12
- 64” Long
- Cushion grip

**24” SPRINGBACK RAKE + 8” DROP FORGED PRUNER**
BD925

- 5 Year Warranty*
- Packaging: Color Card
- Brown Box, Case Pack: 12
- 64” Long
- 1/2” Cutting capacity
**15 TINE ADJUSTABLE STEEL RAKE + GLOVES**

BD3213

- 5 Year Warranty*
- Packaging: Color Card
- Brown Box, Case Pack: 12

- 59” Long
- Tines adjust from 7” to 25” wide
- Non-slip rubber gloves

**ADJUSTABLE RAKE**

Expands from 7” to 25” wide
Store in minimal space
Lock in any position

**15 TINE ADJUSTABLE STEEL RAKE**

BD1524

- 5 Year Warranty*
- Packaging: Color Card
- Brown Box, Case Pack: 12

- 59” Long
- Tines adjust from 7” to 25” wide
RAKES

24” POLY FAN RAKE + 32 GALLON LEAF BAG
BD2764
5 Year Warranty*
Packaging: Tie on Card
Brown Box, Case Pack: 12

• 66” Long
• Durable poly tines
• 32 Gallon pop up leaf bag with carry handle

30” POLY FAN RAKE + 32 GALLON LEAF BAG
BD2765
5 Year Warranty*
Packaging: Tie on Card
Brown Box, Case Pack: 12

• 67” Long
• Durable poly tines
• 32 Gallon pop up leaf bag with carry handle

30” POLY FAN RAKE DISPLAY
BD2130MD
5 Year Warranty*
Packaging: Tie on Card
Brown Box, Case Pack: 24

• 66” Long
• Durable poly tines

30” POLY FAN RAKE LOADED DISPLAY
BD2130HPD
5 Year Warranty*
Packaging: Tie on Card
Brown Box, Case Pack: 48

• 66” Long
• Durable poly tines
**RAKES**

**24” SPRINGBACK RAKE + 8” BYPASS PRUNER**
BD925TD

- 5 Year Warranty*
- Packaging: Tie on Card
- Brown Box, Case Pack: 12

  - 66” Long
  - Durable poly tines

**24” POLY FAN RAKE + 14” POLY FAN RAKE**
BD1587PD

- 5 Year Warranty*
- Packaging: Tie on Card
- Brown Box, Case Pack: 96

  - 66” Long
  - Durable poly tines

**24” POLY FAN RAKE + 14” POLY FAN RAKE**
BD1587PD

- 5 Year Warranty*
- Packaging: Tie on Card
- Brown Box, Case Pack: 22

  - 66” Long
  - Durable poly tines
We carry quality digging and cultivating tools that are easy to grip, easy to use, and built to last. Strong socket connections, reinforced handles and quality heads are all important features in our line to handle the frequent wear and tear.
DIGGING + CULTIVATING

FIBERGLASS LONG HANDLED
Tempered steel head
Fiberglass handle
Molded comfort grip

ROUND POINT SHOVEL
BD2729
10 Year Warranty*
Packaging: Color Label
Woven Bag, Case Pack: 6
• 58” Long

SQUARE HEAD SHOVEL
BD2730
10 Year Warranty*
Packaging: Color Label
Woven Bag, Case Pack: 6
• 58” Long

BOW RAKE
BD2731
10 Year Warranty*
Packaging: Color Label
Woven Bag, Case Pack: 6
• 59” Long

CULTIVATOR
BD2732
10 Year Warranty*
Packaging: Color Label
Woven Bag, Case Pack: 6
• 57” Long

GARDEN HOE
BD2733
10 Year Warranty*
Packaging: Color Label
Woven Bag, Case Pack: 6
• 57” Long

CULTI-HOE
BD2734
10 Year Warranty*
Packaging: Color Label
Woven Bag, Case Pack: 6
• 57” Long
DIGGING + CULTIVATING

FIBERGLASS LONG HANDLED

Tempered steel head
Fiberglass handle
Molded comfort grip
Hang hole for storing

ROUND POINT SHOVEL
BD1596W
10 Year Warranty*
Packaging:
Color Label
Woven Bag,
Case Pack: 6
• 59” Long

SQUARE HEAD SHOVEL
BD1751W
10 Year Warranty*
Packaging:
Color Label
Woven Bag,
Case Pack: 6
• 58” Long

BOW RAKE
BD1595W
10 Year Warranty*
Packaging:
Color Label
Woven Bag,
Case Pack: 6
• 59” Long

CULTIVATOR
BD1750W
10 Year Warranty*
Packaging:
Color Label
Woven Bag,
Case Pack: 6
• 57” Long

GARDEN HOE
BD1597W
10 Year Warranty*
Packaging:
Color Label
Woven Bag,
Case Pack: 6
• 57” Long

CULTI-HOE
BD2728W
10 Year Warranty*
Packaging:
Color Label
Woven Bag,
Case Pack: 6
• 57” Long

FIBERGLASS LONG HANDLED

Tempered steel head
Fiberglass handle
Molded comfort grip
Hang hole for storing
DIGGING + CULTIVATING

GARDEN EDGER
BD1768
10 Year Warranty*
Packaging: Color Label
Brown Box, Case Pack: 4
• Durable steel blade for vertical edging
• Foot step helps push edger into soil

ROTARY GARDEN CULTIVATOR
BD1769
10 Year Warranty*
Packaging: Color Label
Brown Box, Case Pack: 4
• Bladed wheels rotate to create a scissor-like action
• Quickly loosens soil and removes weeds at the same time

COMFORT GRIP D-HANDLE
Strong, lightweight steel handle
Comfortable non-slip grip
Durable heat-treated heads
Rust resistant powder coated paint

D-HANDLE DRAIN SPADE
BD1741
10 Year Warranty*
Packaging: Color Label
Woven Bag, Case Pack: 6
• 42” Long

D-HANDLE ROUND POINT SHOVEL
BD1742
10 Year Warranty*
Packaging: Color Label
Woven Bag, Case Pack: 6
• 42” Long

MINI D-HANDLE SHOVEL
BD1515
10 Year Warranty*
Packaging: Color Label
Brown Box, Case Pack: 12
• 26” long

MINI D-HANDLE SQUARE HEAD SHOVEL
BD2736
10 Year Warranty*
Packaging: Color Label
Woven Bag, Case Pack: 6
• 26” long

RATCHET CULTIVATOR
BD1770
10 Year Warranty*
Packaging: Color Label
Brown Box, Case Pack: 4
• Ratchet action designed to be kept in the ground for maximum efficiency and ease
• Ergonomic handle
• Durable steel construction

PATENTED RATCHET ACTION
DIGGING + CULTIVATING

LONG HANDLE TOOL DISPLAYS

- Mix and match display options
- Smaller and larger display options
- Large color graphics

LONG HANDLE TOOL HUT OPTIONS

- Mix and match display options
- Smaller and larger display options
- Planogram options for long handle, short handle or a combo of both
- Large color graphics

LONG HANDLE TOOL DISPLAY

BD5254D

5 Year Warranty*
Packaging: Tie on Card
Brown Box, Case Pack: 48
Display Includes:
24-BD1596W
12-BD1597W
12-BD1595W

- Tempered steel head
- Fiberglass handle
DIGGING + CULTIVATING

TELESCOPIC TOOL DISPLAY
BD5062D

- 5 Year Warranty*
- Packaging: Color Label
- Corrugated Floor Display
- Brown Carton, Case Pack: 82
- Display Includes:
  - 18-BD1543
  - 22-BD1544
  - 28-BD1545
  - 14-BD1546
- Telescopic fiberglass handles

GARDEN TOOL DUMP BIN DISPLAY
BD5063D

- 5 Year Warranty*
- Packaging: Color Label
- Corrugated Floor Display
- Brown Carton, Case Pack: 72
- Display Includes:
  - 24-BD1534
  - 24-BD1535
  - 24-BD1536

LONG HANDLE FIBERGLASS TOOL DISPLAY
BD5282D

- 5 Year Warranty*
- Packaging: Color Label
- Brown Box, Case Pack: 96
- Display Includes:
  - 42-BD1596W
  - 18-BD1597W
  - 36-BD1595W
- Tempered steel head
- Fiberglass handle
Hand digging and cultivating should be easy and efficient. Our variety of hand tools include trowels, cultivators, weeders and more. These tools will quickly become your favorite garden tools for their versatility, comfort and durability.
TELESCOPIC TOOLS
Lightweight steel handles extend / Durable heat-treated steel head
Rust resistant powder coat finish / Comfort grip

MULTI-PURPOSE GARDEN TOOL WITH POUCH
BD1766
5 Year Warranty* Packaging: Slide Card PDQ, Case Pack: 6

SOD KNIFE + WEED REMOWER
BD2401
3 Year Warranty* Packaging: Slide Card PDQ, Case Pack: 6

KNEELING PAD
BD1717
5 Year Warranty* Packaging: Shrink Wrapped PDQ, Case Pack: 6
• 18" x 8.5" x .75"
• Soft foam padding
• Waterproof

TROWEL
BD1545
5 Year Warranty* Packaging: Color Label PDQ, Case Pack: 12

CULTI-HOE
BD1546
5 Year Warranty* Packaging: Color Label PDQ, Case Pack: 12

CULTIVATOR
BD1543
5 Year Warranty* Packaging: Color Label PDQ, Case Pack: 12

FAN RAKE
BD1544
5 Year Warranty* Packaging: Color Label PDQ, Case Pack: 12

WEEDER
BD2229
5 Year Warranty* Packaging: Color Label PDQ, Case Pack: 12

SOD KNIFE + WEED REMOVER
BD2401
3 Year Warranty* Packaging: Slide Card PDQ, Case Pack: 6

HAND DIGGING + CULTIVATING
HAND DIGGING + CULTIVATING

STEEL TOOLS
Rust resistant powder coat finish / Ergonomic comfort grip

STEEL WEEDER
BD1538
5 Year Warranty*
Packaging: Flag Tag
PDQ, Case Pack: 12

STEEL TRANSPLANTER
BD1535
5 Year Warranty*
Packaging: Flag Tag
PDQ, Case Pack: 12

STEEL TROWEL
BD1534
5 Year Warranty*
Packaging: Flag Tag
PDQ, Case Pack: 12

STEEL CULTI-HOE
BD1540
5 Year Warranty*
Packaging: Flag Tag
PDQ, Case Pack: 12

STEEL FAN RAKE
BD1537
5 Year Warranty*
Packaging: Flag Tag
PDQ, Case Pack: 12

STEEL CULTIVATOR
BD1536
5 Year Warranty*
Packaging: Flag Tag
PDQ, Case Pack: 12

POLY TOOLS
Durable one piece polyurethane body / Lightweight construction

POLY TROWEL
BD1569
5 Year Warranty*
Packaging: Sticker
PDQ, Case Pack: 12

POLY TRANSPLANTER
BD1570
5 Year Warranty*
Packaging: Sticker
PDQ, Case Pack: 12

POLY CULTIVATOR
BD1571
5 Year Warranty*
Packaging: Sticker
PDQ, Case Pack: 12

POLY SCOOP
BD2228
5 Year Warranty*
Packaging: Sticker
PDQ, Case Pack: 12
HAND DIGGING + CULTIVATING

STAINLESS STEEL TOOLS
Stainless steel construction / Ergonomic gelmax comfort grip

STAINLESS STEEL WEEDER
BD1529
Lifetime Warranty* Packaging: Flag Tag PDQ, Case Pack: 12

STAINLESS STEEL TRANSPLANTER
BD1526
Lifetime Warranty* Packaging: Flag Tag PDQ, Case Pack: 12

STAINLESS STEEL TROWEL
BD1525
Lifetime Warranty* Packaging: Flag Tag PDQ, Case Pack: 12

STAINLESS STEEL CULTI-HOE
BD1528
Lifetime Warranty* Packaging: Flag Tag PDQ, Case Pack: 12

STAINLESS STEEL CULTIVATOR
BD1527
Lifetime Warranty* Packaging: Flag Tag PDQ, Case Pack: 12

STAINLESS STEEL SCOOP
BD1530
Lifetime Warranty* Packaging: Flag Tag PDQ, Case Pack: 12

FOLDING GARDEN STOOL
7 Pockets for tools / Compact for easy storage

FOLDING GARDEN STOOL
BD2420
2 Year Warranty* Packaging: Color Box Case Pack: 4
Double-cut teeth and ergonomic grips provide superior cutting power. These tools are sure to perform whether you are in the yard or away from home.
SAWS + MACHETES

21" BOW SAW
BD1704
5 Year Warranty*
Packaging: Wrap Card
PDQ, Case Pack: 6
- Heavy duty tubular steel frame
- Tempered double cut steel blade
- Knuckle guard
- Soft comfort grip

24" BOW SAW
BD1703
5 Year Warranty*
Packaging: Wrap Card
PDQ, Case Pack: 6
- Heavy duty tubular steel frame
- Tempered double cut steel blade
- Knuckle guard
- Soft comfort grip

30" BOW SAW
BD1702
5 Year Warranty*
Packaging: Wrap Card
PDQ, Case Pack: 6
- Heavy duty tubular steel frame
- Tempered double cut steel blade
- Knuckle guard
- Soft comfort grip

21" BOW SAW + 7.5" FOLDING SAW
BD1857
5 Year Warranty*
Packaging: Tie on Card
PDQ, Case Pack: 6
- Heavy duty tubular steel frame
- Tempered double cut steel blade
- Knuckle guard
- Soft comfort grip
SAWS + MACHETES

18” PROFESSIONAL MACHETE
BD1732
10 Year Warranty*
Packaging: Double Blister
Case Pack: 6
- High carbon steel
- Heat treated blade
- Molded grip
- Canvas sheath included

15” CHOPSAW PLUS
BD1773
10 Year Warranty*
Packaging: Double Blister
Case Pack: 12
- High carbon steel
- Heat treated blade
- Twine cutting notch
- Saw blade edge
- Comfort grip
- Canvas sheath included

18” PIRANHA BLADE WOOD SAW
BD1718
5 Year Warranty*
Packaging: Color Label PDQ, Case Pack: 6
- Tempered steel blade
- Wood handle
- Push and pull cutting action
SAWS + MACHETES

PRUNING SAW
BD1700
10 Year Warranty*
Packaging: Double Blister
PDQ, Case Pack: 6

- Tempered steel blade
- Knuckle guard
- Push and pull cutting action

HEAVY DUTY PRUNING SAW
BD1701
Lifetime Warranty*
Packaging: Slide Card
PDQ, Case Pack: 6

- High carbon steel
- Heat treated blade
- Push and pull cutting action
HEAVY DUTY
CAST ALUMINUM
TREE PRUNER
BD1722

5 Year Warranty
Packaging: Double Blister
Brown Box, Case Pack: 6

• Cast aluminum head
• Rope drive tree limb cutter
• 12” tree saw
• 12” telescoping fiberglass pole
SAWS + MACHETES
TREND COLORS FOR THE FASHION FOCUSED GARDENER
Chic comfort and functional integrity make the BLACK + DECKER™ Home collection a seamless assortment of gardening essentials. The ergonomic designs and exceptional materials define gardening with style and comfort.
COLOR + TREND : PRUNERS

LIGHTWEIGHT BYPASS PRUNER
BD1123H
5 Year Warranty*
Packaging: Sliding Card
PDQ, Case Pack: 6
• Hardened steel blade
• Iflon™ nonstick coating
• Comfort grip
• Assorted colors:

COMPACT BYPASS PRUNER
BD1105H
Lifetime Warranty*
Packaging: Sliding Card
PDQ, Case Pack: 6
• Carbonite® blade | 50% harder than titanium nitride coatings
• Iflon™ nonstick coating
• Hardened steel blade
• Ergonomic handles
• Assorted colors:

ERGONOMIC GARDEN SHEARS
BD1119H
10 Year Warranty*
Packaging: Sliding Card
PDQ, Case Pack: 6
• Hardened steel blade
• Iflon™ nonstick coating
• Comfort grip
• Ergonomic handles
• Molded ABS handles
• Assorted colors:

ERGONOMIC BYPASS PRUNER
BD1117H
10 Year Warranty*
Packaging: Sliding Card
PDQ, Case Pack: 6
• Hardened steel blade
• Iflon™ nonstick coating
• Comfort grip
• Ergonomic handles
• Molded ABS handles
• Assorted colors:
COLOR + TREND: SHEARS

**FLORAL SNIPS**  
**BD2302H**  
Lifetime Warranty*  
Packaging: Sliding Card  
PDQ, Case Pack: 6  
- Hardened steel blades  
- Ergonomic handles  
- Comfort grip  
- Assorted colors:  
  - TEAL  
  - WINE

**360° ROTATING GRASS SHEARS**  
**BD1301H**  
Lifetime Warranty*  
Packaging: Try Me Card  
PDQ, Case Pack: 6  
- Forged steel blades  
- Iflon™ nonstick coating  
- Soft comfort grips  
- Knuckle guard  
- 8 Position blades  
- Assorted colors:  
  - TEAL  
  - WINE  
  - IFLON™

**GARDEN SHEARS**  
**BD1112H**  
5 Year Warranty*  
Packaging: Sliding Card  
PDQ, Case Pack: 6  
- Hardened steel blades  
- Polished blade  
- Soft comfort grip  
- Assorted colors:  
  - TEAL  
  - WINE  
  - WINE
COLOR + TREND: LOPPERS

21” BYPASS LOPPER
BD1410H
5 Year Warranty
Packaging: Tie on Card
PDQ, Case Pack: 6
• Carbonite® blade | 50% harder than titanium nitride coatings
• Ifflon™ nonstick coating
• Triangular steel handles
• Oil bumpers to absorb impact
• Assorted colors:

2 INCH CUTTING CAPACITY
CARBONITE®

15” BYPASS LOPPER
BD1411H
5 Year Warranty
Packaging: Tie on Card
PDQ, Case Pack: 6
• Ifflon™ non-stick coating
• Hardened steel blade
• Triangular steel handles
• Assorted colors:

1½ INCH CUTTING CAPACITY
IFFLON™
COLOR + TREND: HAND DIGGING

Cast Aluminum Head / Soft Comfort Grip Provides Comfort and Control

TROWEL
BD4547H
10 Year Warranty*
Packaging: Hang Tag
PDQ, Case Pack: 12

- Assorted colors:

TRANSPLANTER
BD4548H
10 Year Warranty*
Packaging: Hang Tag
PDQ, Case Pack: 12

- Assorted colors:

CULTIVATOR
BD4546H
10 Year Warranty*
Packaging: Hang Tag
PDQ, Case Pack: 12

- Assorted colors:

Powder Coated Steel Head / Soft Comfort Grip

STEEL TROWEL
BD1534H
5 Year Warranty*
Packaging: Flag Tag
PDQ, Case Pack: 12

- Assorted colors:

STEEL FAN RAKE
BD1537H
5 Year Warranty*
Packaging: Flag Tag
PDQ, Case Pack: 12

- Assorted colors:

STEEL CULTI-HOE
BD1540H
5 Year Warranty*
Packaging: Flag Tag
PDQ, Case Pack: 12

- Assorted colors:
COLOR + TREND: HAND DIGGING

MINI-D HANDLE SHOVEL
BD1515H
10 Year Warranty*
Packaging: Color Label
Case Pack: 12

- 26” long
- Strong, lightweight steel handle
- Comfortable soft non-slip grip
- Durable heat-treated head
- Rust resistant powder coated paint
- Assorted colors:

TEAL  WINE

TELESCOPIC TOOLS
Lightweight Steel Handles Extend / Durable Heat-Treated Steel Head
Rust Resistant Powder Coat Finish / Comfort Grip

CULTI-HOE
BD1546H
5 Year Warranty*
Packaging: Color Label
PDQ, Case Pack: 12

- Assorted colors:

TROWEL
BD1545H
5 Year Warranty*
Packaging: Color Label
PDQ, Case Pack: 12

- Assorted colors:

FAN RAKE
BD1544H
5 Year Warranty*
Packaging: Color Label
PDQ, Case Pack: 12

- Assorted colors:
COLOR + TREND: HOSE END

**ERGONOMIC FLOW CONTROL 8 PATTERN SPRAY NOZZLE**
**BD1935H**
5 Year Warranty*
Packaging: Tie on Card
PDQ, Case Pack: 6

- 8 Selectable patterns: mist, cone, fan, full, flat, vertical, jet and shower
- Assorted colors:

**ERGONOMIC FLOW CONTROL ADJUSTABLE SPRAY NOZZLE**
**BD1934H**
5 Year Warranty*
Packaging: Tie on Card
PDQ, Case Pack: 6

- Adjustable from fine mist to powerful stream
- Assorted colors:

**8 PATTERN REAR TRIGGER NOZZLE**
**BD3409H**
5 Year Warranty*
Packaging: Tie on Card
PDQ, Case Pack: 6

- 8 Selectable patterns: mist, flood, shower, flat, full, cone, center and jet
- Comfortable non-slip grip
- Adjustable flow limiter
- Lock for continuous watering

**REAR TRIGGER ADJUSTABLE NOZZLE**
**BD3410H**
5 Year Warranty*
Packaging: Tie on Card
PDQ, Case Pack: 6

- Adjustable from fine mist to powerful stream
- Comfortable non-slip grip
- Adjustable flow limiter
- Lock for continuous watering
COLOR + TREND : HOSE + HOSE END

SNAKE WAND®
BD2142H / BD2142HPDQ
5 Year Warranty*
Packaging: Blister Card
Case Pack: 4 / PDQ Case Pack: 6
• Insulated foam comfort grip
• 9 Selectable patterns
• Variable position 360° coverage
• Lightweight
• Assorted colors:
  TEAL  WINE

DELUXE 8 PATTERN WATER WAND
BD1929H
5 Year Warranty*
Packaging: Tie on Card
PDQ, Case Pack: 6
• 8 Selectable patterns:
  mist, flood, shower, flat full, cone, center and jet
• Ergonomically designed for maximum flow, control and comfort
• Helmet grade ABS construction
• Rubberized grip for easier handling
• Angled head for a better reach
• Assorted colors:
  TEAL  WINE

MOUNTABLE HOSE REEL
BD4643H
10 Year Warranty*
Packaging: Color Label
PDQ, Case Pack: 6
• 50' Hose included
• 3/8 In. Diameter
• 300 PSI
• Assorted colors:
  TEAL  WINE

Ask your sales rep for all display options
COLOR + TREND : HOSE

ZERO KINK® GARDEN HOSE

Limited Lifetime Warranty*
Packaging: Color Card, Brown Box

5/8” x 50’ | BD2507H | Case Pack: 4
5/8” x 75’ | BD2508H | Case Pack: 2
5/8” x 100’ | BD2509H | Case Pack: 2

- ZERO KINK® Technology
- 5/8 in. Diameter
- Increased flexibility
- Durable outer layer
- Lightweight
- 500 PSI
- Wrench free couplings
- All weather performance
- Assorted colors:

![TEAL](image1.png)  ![WINE](image2.png)

Ask your sales rep for all display options

EXPANDING GARDEN HOSE

5 Year Warranty*
Packaging: Color Box, Brown Box

25’ Hose | BD4624H | Case Pack: 6
50’ Hose | BD4625H | Case Pack: 6
75’ Hose | BD4626H | Case Pack: 6
100’ Hose | BD4627H | Case Pack: 6

- 2 Ply construction
- Lightweight materials
- Expands up to 2X original length
- 300 PSI
- Durable, crushproof, helmet grade ABS couplings
- Assorted colors:

![TEAL](image3.png)  ![WINE](image4.png)

Ask your sales rep for all display options

BD4625HCD
Display Qty: 48

SEE ME IN ACTION
COLOR + TREND : COMBO PACKS

8 PATTERN NOZZLE 3 WAY ADJUSTABLE SPRAY NOZZLE 18” 9 PATTERN WATER WAND
**BD4761H**

5 Year Warranty*
Packaging: Tie on Card
PDQ, Case Pack: 6

- Ergonomic grip
- Durable ABS and zinc construction
- Assorted colors:

![Teal](image1)
![Wine](image2)

7.5” BYPASS PRUNER 6” FLORAL SHEARS
**BD4901H**

Lifetime Warranty*
Packaging: Tie on Card
PDQ, Case Pack: 6

- Carbonite® pruner blade
  50% Harder than titanium nitride coatings
- Iflon™ non-stick coated pruner blade
- Assorted colors:

![Teal](image3)
![Wine](image4)

5/8 INCH CUTTING CAPACITY
**CARBONITE®**
**IFLON™**

15” BYPASS LOPPER 7.5” BYPASS PRUNER
**BD4900H**

5 Year Warranty*
Packaging: Tie on Card
PDQ, Case Pack: 6

- Carbonite® blade | 50% harder than titanium nitride coatings
- Iflon™ non-stick coating
- Assorted colors:

![Teal](image5)
![Wine](image6)

1 1/2 INCH CUTTING CAPACITY
**IFLON™**
5/8 INCH CUTTING CAPACITY
**CARBONITE®**
13MM QUICK CONNECTOR
BD4787H
• Assorted colors:
   TEAL WINE

15-19MM QUICK CONNECTOR
BD4788H
• Assorted colors:
   TEAL WINE

13MM QUICK CONNECTOR WITH WATER STOP
BD4789H
• Assorted colors:
   TEAL WINE

13MM QUICK CONNECTOR BD4790H
• Assorted colors:
   TEAL WINE

15-19MM QUICK CONNECTOR
BD4791H
• Assorted colors:
   TEAL WINE

13MM QUICK CONNECTOR WITH WATER STOP
BD4792H
• Assorted colors:
   TEAL WINE

19MM QUICK CONNECTOR WITH TPR RUBBER
BD4793H
• Assorted colors:
   TEAL WINE

13MM QUICK CONNECTOR WITH TPR RUBBER WITH WATER STOP
BD4794H
• Assorted colors:
   TEAL WINE

2-WAY CONNECTOR WITH SHUT OFF VALVE
BD4795H
• Assorted colors:
   TEAL WINE
HOME + FASHION

ERGONOMIC FLOW CONTROL 8 PATTERN SPRAY NOZZLE + CONNECTOR SET

BD4786H

5 Year Warranty*

INCLUDES:
• Ergonomic Flow Control 8 Pattern Nozzle
• 19MM Tool Adapter
• 12.7MM Plastic Hose Quick Connector with TPR Rubber and Water Stop
• 12.7MM Plastic Hose Quick Connector with TPR Rubber
• 19MM Tap Adapter
• 12.7-19MM Reducer
• Assorted colors:

3-ARM REVOLVING SPRINKLER

BD1923H

3 Year Warranty*
Packaging: Color Box
PDQ, Case Pack: 6

• Waters up to 1,216 sq. ft in diameter
• Compact size for easy storage
• 3 adjustable arms for precise water placement
• Impact resistant plastic sled
• Assorted colors:

FOLDING GARDEN STOOL

BD2420H

2 Year Warranty*
Packaging: Color Box
Case Pack: 4

• 7 Pockets for tools
• Compact size for easy storage
• Assorted colors:
SMART STAND®
The 10 Second Setup Christmas Tree Stand

SMART STAND®
Three Year Warranty*
Packaging: Full Color Box

BD3037
• For trees up to 9 ft. tall
• Trunk diameter of 1.18 in to 4.2 in.
• .925 Gallon (3.5 L) easy fill water reservoir
• 10 second setup

SMART STAND® XL
Three Year Warranty*
Packaging: Full Color Box

BD3026
• For trees up to 11.6 ft. tall
• Trunk diameter of 1.97 in to 5.2 in.
• 1.58 Gallon (6 L) easy fill water reservoir
• 10 second setup

Ask your sales rep for all display options
SMART STAND®

THE 10 SECOND SETUP CHRISTMAS TREE STAND

SMART STAND® Basic
Three Year Warranty*
Packaging: Full Color Box

BD3055
• For trees up to 7.5 ft. tall
• Max trunk diameter of 4.5 in.
• .58 Gallon (2.2 L) easy fill water reservoir
• 10 second setup

Secure to lock twist mechanism
Easy push + fill installation